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ET Anti-Icer / Moisture Control
ET ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL is a highly concentrated Anti-Icer / Moisture Control product that provides the
highest quality protection from fuel line freeze-ups for your engines. When used at the recommended treat ratios, ET
ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL at a 1:1500 treat rate will deliver 333 ppm of an advanced protector used by the
military and added to most jet fuels to prevent moisture from affecting the performance of fuel delivery to your engine. Use
ET ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL to protect against excess naturally occurring moisture and free moisture caused
by condensation.
Moisture can be present in fuel in two forms, “in solution” and/or “free.” All fuels have moisture “in solution,” with little
impact on either fuel performance or equipment reliability. However extra moisture can tip the scales and fuel containing
“free” water can disrupt and damage entire fuel distribution systems and engines as well by contributing to corrosion, fuel
filter plugging, icing in fuel systems as well as microbiological growth.
ET ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL is an important part of fuel regular maintenance. Along with proper monitoring and
maintenance of fuel tank water bottoms, ET ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL will safely handle the highest amounts of
water contamination in your fuel. ET ANTI-ICER/MOISTURE CONTROL is contained in all of ET’s Winter Power-Max
products and can be used effectively in all summer products to prevent corrosion and microbial activity. Ask your sales
technician for details.

Formulated for Use In All Fuels
TREATMENT RATIOS

USER BENEFITS


Prevents fuel system freeze-ups



Effective on excess moisture caused by condensation due to
daily temperature fluctuations



Effective on moisture found naturally in most all fuels



Readily disperses in fuels



Reduces pour point by inhibiting ice crystal formation in fuel



Anti-Icer controls moisture and keeps fuel from freezing



Prevents filter plugging caused by ice crystals in fuel



Reduces susceptibility of microbe growth by controlling free
moisture in fuels



Compatible with bio-diesel fuel blends and gasolines



Reduction of steel corrosion caused by ULSD and Ethanol

1-1500

Prevents fuels system freeze-ups
and controls high levels of
moisture found in fuels

1qt.-375g.

Purchase in quart sizes for small
tank treatment

1qt.-250g.

To treat up to 500 ppm of water in
a fuel tank.

THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT CONTAIN ALCOHOL

CONTAINER SIZES
⇒275 Gallon Totes
⇒55 Gallon Drums
⇒2 - 2.5 Gallon Jugs
⇒12- 1 Quart Case

“When Quality and Performance Count…Count on E.T.”
www.etproducts.com  sales@etproducts.com
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